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with 
VI + V 2 + ... + Vn = 1'. 

The sum to the right conld evidently be arrived at out of 
(al + a2 +. . . + all)' by developing it according to the polynomial 
theorem and by suppl'essing all the polynomial coefficients. The factor 

V! (n-I)! 

(v + n-I)! 

is nothing else but the reciprocal of the number of terms. By introducing 
in 1) the obtained value of ]l '), we find, w hen the distance of the 
vertex ai of tbe simplex from the space E or A is indicated by J!I' 

v! (n-I)! 
M, = .JIJ ~ YI'j Y/2 • •• Ynv", 

(v+n-l)! ~ 

(v 1 + v 2 + ... + VII = 1'). 
For V = 2 I have dednced (1. c.) the snm in 3) to a sum of (12+1) 

respectively 12 squares, in othel' wordt. I have substituted for the 
simplex a system of (n + 1) resp. 12 smgle material points, which 
is equivalent to W with respect to all questions connected wHh the 
moments of inel'tin. For V > 2 a simllar reduction seems to be less 
easily effectible. 

Stuttgart, March 1905. 

Physiology. - "On tlte branchings of the nel've-cellr; in 1'epose mul 
aftel' fatigue." By Dr. S. J. DE LANGI<l. (Communicated by 
Prof. C. WINKJ,ER.)' 

In the laboratory of MATTHIAS DUVAL some experiments have been 
made by MANOUÉLIAN in order to ascertain whetbet' it is possible 
to demonstrate modiflcations in the dendrites of the ganglion-cells in 
cases of sleep through fatigue. His resuIts have been published in 
the "Comptes Rendus de la Société de Biologie, 28 Févr. 1898" and 
subsequently. 

The animals he made use of for his experiments were mice, alld 
he procceded in the following manner: ~or the space of au hour 
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together a mouse was drivf'n to and fro iJl a cage, without granting 
it any rest; af ter that the exhausted animal fell asleep or at any 
rate l'emained perfectly quiet. The control-animal was kept in perfect 
repose. Both animals were then kiIled, and small pieces of the 
brain were immediately fixed aftel' the method of GOLGI. He 
obtained manifest results already when onIy feebly magnifying: the 
collaterals of the dendrites have vanished, instead of' these the 
dendrites have globular tumefactions, retraeted branchings which 
seem to have loosened themselves from the neighboUl'ing end-arbor
isations. 

MANOUÉLIAN writes:' 
"On pen se, en présence de ces images, à celle d'une sangsue vue 

comparativement dans l'état d'élongation et dans l'état de rétraction 
en bonie." 

Previous to these experiments, RABL-RüCKHARDT had published a 
theory on the amoeboid motion in the eeUs of the central nerve-

r 
system, a theory not founded however on mieroscopical data. (Neurolog. 
Oentralblatt :1,890, p. 199). The investigations of WIEDERSHEIM who 
experimented on a living Orustacea, Leptodora hyalina, and th08e 
of PERGENS and others on the retina of Leueiscus rutilu8, Aeemed to 
confirm the conjectures of RABL-RüCKHARD. 

WIEDERSHEIM has been able to follow the motion of the processes 
of the nerve-cells with the microscope and arrives equally at the 
conclusion : "dasz die centrale N ervensubstanz nicht in fltarre For
men gebannt, sondern dasz sie activer Bewegungen fahig ist." 

J. DEMO OR injected dogs with lethal dozes of mOl'phia, and studied 
a small piece of the cortex cerebri, which he extil'pated before the 
death of the anima!. He too, and likewise STEFANOWSKA, aftel' injecting 
mice with ether, found similar changes as observed by MANOUÉLIAN: 
the branchings having become smaller and shaped like a string 
of beads. 

Two american authors however, FRANK and WEIL, did not obtain 
these restllts on animals under narcosis. 

In order to obtain some certitude whether any differences might 
in reality be observed, I tried a. few experiments in the laboratory 
of Professor WINKLER. 

Firstly I did repeat the experiments of STEFANOWSKA and DElI,IOOR, 
albeit the methods employed were not in every respect the same 
as theirs. 

The mice were brought under narcosis by means of chloroform 
instead of ether: immediately aftel' death they were decapitated, the 
head was caught into a liquid, prepared aftel' the method of GOLGI 
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S. J . DE LANGE. "On the branchings of the nerve·cells in repose 
and af ter fatigue." 

Nerve-cells of the cornu Ammonis from a mouse, exhausted by incessantly 
running in a turn ing cage for four hours together. 

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. VII. 
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modiûed by Cox, whilst the brain was prepared directly in the liquid. 
For the contro! another monse, not having been put under narcosis, 
was treated in the same mannel'. No differences whatever were to be 
observed in the microscopical preparations, obtained by means of the 
freezing-microtome. 

Neit.her did I obser\"e any differences in the case of mice, injected 
in the manner used by DEMOOR with repeated doses of morphia until 
death ensued. 

Thinking these results might have been impaired by the fact that 
the animals were decapitated only ,"tfter death, I next tried with the 
utmost accuracy a repetition of the experiments of MANouÉLIAN. 

A mouse was put into a turning cage, being the1'efore constrained 
to run incessantly, whilst the cage was kept in continual motion by 
means of a smaH motor driven by water. The motion was continued 
for four hours together, the animal experimented upon being therefore 
perfectly exhausted. Mean while the con trol animal had been kept in 
darkness, enveloped in wad ding. The four hours having elapsed, 
both animals were very quickly decapitated, the heads. being caught 
into the fixation-liquid, and the brain being fl1l'ther prepared in it. 

Aftel' ten weeks the preparations were impregnated with celloidine 
and section-series in frontal direction were, made of both brains. In 
this way it became possible to obtaill a comparable material. 

For fllrther con trol anothel' pair of mice was sacriûced, for the 
purpose of demonstrating by means of the method of NrssL the 
pres en ce of the well-Imown modifications in the easily tinctul'ed parts 
of the protoplasma of the nerve-cells. 

For whilst under normal conditions the elective tincturing part of 
the protoplasma of the ganglion-cells is divided into sm all granula, 
in case, of fatiglle these granula tend to dissolving more and more, 
the tincturing of the cellular body thns becoming homogeneolls. 

These modifications are clearly to be observed in the ganglion-cells 
of the exhausted animal experimented upon: the fatiglle tllerefore 
must haye been exquisite. 

The preparations, made aftel' the method of GOLGr modified by 
Cox, offer however beautiful ·arborisations as weIl in the case ofthe 
non-fatigued animal, as in that of the exhausted one nsed for the 
experiment, the annexed photogl'aphical reproduction of the exhausted 
ani mal presenting no trace of retracted hranchings, or of globular 
tumefactions, neither of being shaped like a string of beads. 

I have therefol'e not succeeded in demonstrating aftel' thig method 
modifications in the branching system' of the nerve-cells of the cortex 
cerebi, caused by iutense fatigue. 


